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a b s t r a c t 

The expansion of the cerebral cortex is one of the most distinctive changes in the evolution of the human brain. 
Cortical expansion and related increases in cortical folding may have contributed to emergence of our capacities 
for high-order cognitive abilities. Molecular analysis of humans, archaic hominins, and non-human primates has 
allowed identification of chromosomal regions showing evolutionary changes at different points of our phylo- 
genetic history. In this study, we assessed the contributions of genomic annotations spanning 30 million years 
to human sulcal morphology measured via MRI in more than 18,000 participants from the UK Biobank. We 
found that variation within brain-expressed human gained enhancers, regulatory genetic elements that emerged 
since our last common ancestor with Old World monkeys, explained more trait heritability than expected for the 
left and right calloso-marginal posterior fissures and the right central sulcus. Intriguingly, these are sulci that 
have been previously linked to the evolution of locomotion in primates and later on bipedalism in our hominin 
ancestors. 
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. Introduction 

“Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution ” is
ne of the most cited declarations in biology ( Dobzhansky, 1973 ) and
he brain does not seem to escape this rule. Indeed, one way to bet-
er understand the structures and functions of the human brain in its
urrent form is to understand their evolutionary history. Modern hu-
an brains were shaped by the cumulative effects of mutation, genetic

ecombination, and other sources of genetic variation over millions of
ears of evolution. While genetic variations that shaped the brain across
ominin evolution may have facilitated adaptation of humans to their
nvironment, it is thought that some may have also increased the risk
or neurodevelopmental and neurodegenerative disorders ( Bruner and
acobs, 2013 ; Bufill et al., 2011 ). 

Some of the most salient features of human brain evolution have
een the expansion of the endocranium and a shift towards a distinctive
lobular shape ( Gunz et al., 2019 ; Holloway et al., 2009 ). Increased skull
ize is thought to be driven in part by an enlargement of the cerebral
ortex ( Rakic, 2009 ). The cortex has not expanded uniformly; instead,
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pecific cortical areas have expanded more than others, which has also
nfluenced cortical folding of nearby regions. 

Cortical folding consists of the formations of gyri and their coun-
erparts called sulci. This feature of neuroanatomy has often been con-
idered in regard to evolution and ontogeny, as it varies widely among
ammals and originates early during brain development ( Zilles et al.,
013 ). Since cortical folding starts very early in life and occurs in a
recise spatio-temporal order ( Kersbergen et al., 2016 ), it has been hy-
othesized to be under strong genetic control ( Le Guen et al., 2018 ). The
entral sulcus, one of the most prominent cortical folds, shows changes
n surface area, shape and folding patterns during Old World monkey
volution (around 30 million years) until the emergence of anatomi-
ally modern humans ( Hopkins et al., 2014 ). Changes in cortical fold-
ng patterns may have contributed to the emergence of our capacities
or high-order cognitive abilities such as creativity and language. How-
ver, specific insights into the evolutionary history of the human brain
re lacking due to its fast decomposition after death. Endocasts, as prox-
es for brain size and shape, provide the only direct evidence of human
rain evolution ( Dumoncel et al., 2021 ; Neubauer, 2014 ). More direct
aitre) . 
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tudy has been impossible due to the absence of fossilized brain tissue
rom our hominin ancestors. 

Comparative brain studies with extant primates, related to humans
hrough common ancestors, have provided an indirect way to recon-
truct some of the major changes that the brain underwent on the lin-
age that led to Homo sapiens ( Heuer et al., 2019 ). Recent progress
n the field of paleogenomics has given opportunities to study hu-
an brain evolution from a novel perspective ( Pääbo, 2014 ). Molec-
lar analyses of multiple human and non-human primate populations,
long with DNA from fossils of archaic hominins, has made it possi-
le to use comparative genomic and population genetic annotations to
dentify evolutionarily relevant loci in the human genome across di-
erse time scales, including: Neanderthal introgression – ≈ 50 kya -
 Vernot et al., 2016 ), selective sweeps – ≈ 250 kya - ( Peyrégne et al.,
017 ), human accelerated regions - ≈ 7 Mya - ( Capra et al., 2013 ;
ermunt et al., 2016 ) and human gained enhancers – ≈ 30 Mya -
 Reilly et al., 2015 ; Vermunt et al., 2016 ). Moreover, using neuroimag-
ng genetic approaches, we can now study the relationship between
volutionarily annotated genetic variants and interindividual variabil-
ty in brain phenotypes in living humans. For example, in one previ-
us study it was proposed that living humans carrying a higher propor-
ion of Neanderthal-derived variants have a skull shape closer to that
een in Neanderthal fossils, and that this is associated with structural
rain differences within the visual cortex and the intraparietal sulcus
 Gregory et al., 2017 ). Another study identified associations of partic-
lar introgressed Neanderthal fragments with endocranial globularity,
nfluencing expression of genes involved in neurogenesis and myelina-
ion ( Gunz et al., 2019 ). At a larger scale, these approaches have been
sed with success to study surface area and thickness of different cor-
ical regions ( Tilot et al., 2021 ) as well as measures of functional con-
ectivity ( Wei et al., 2019 ). Wei et al., 2019 found an association be-
ween human accelerated regions and functional activity within the de-
ault mode network in data from 6899 participants from the UK Biobank
 Sudlow et al., 2015 ). Tilot et al., 2021 reported association between hu-
an gained enhancers and surface area in several regions, including the

nferior frontal gyrus, in a sample of more than 30,000 individuals from
he Enigma consortium ( Grasby et al., 2020 ) including data from the
K Biobank. 

In the present study, we aimed to expand this understanding of hu-
an brain evolution by assessing the relationship of genomic annota-

ions spanning 30 million years with interindividual differences in hu-
an sulcal morphology in more than 18,000 participants from the UK
iobank. We hypothesized that genetic variation affecting interindivid-
al differences in sulcal features may be enriched in genomic regions
nder selective pressure or those which have gained functionality over
uman evolution, which would demonstrate that variations within these
volutionary elements are important for regulating the areal organiza-
ion of the human cortex. 

. Methods 

.1. Dataset 

The analyses described here were conducted under UK Biobank data
pplication number 25,251. The UK Biobank is a health research re-
ource that aims to improve the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment
f a wide range of illnesses. Between the years 2006 and 2010, about
00,000 people aged between 45 and 73 years old were recruited in the
eneral population across Great Britain. 

.2. Genotyping 

Genotyping in the UK Biobank was performed using the UK BiLEVE
xiom array by Affymetrix on a subset of 49,950 participants (807,411
arkers) and the UK Biobank Axiom array on 438,427 participants

825,927 markers). Arrays are similar and share 95% of common SNP
2 
robes. The imputed genotypes were obtained from the UK BioBank
epository and consisted of 93,095,623 autosomal SNPs using the Hap-
otype Reference Consortium and UK10K + 1000 Genomes reference
anels ( Bycroft et al., 2018 ). We limited our analysis to people iden-
ified by UK Biobank as belonging to the main white British ancestry
ubset. Additionally, we relied on the Quality Control carried out by the
K Biobank consortium on the genotyping data which excluded partic-

pants with high missingness, high heterozygosity, first degree related
ndividuals or sex mismatches ( Bycroft et al., 2018 ). 

.3. Sulcal extraction 

In this work, we used the T1-weighted MRI data of 20,060
articipants that were available as of March 2018 and that had
assed the imaging quality control performed by UK Biobank ( Alfaro-
lmagro et al., 2018 ). The cortical sulci were extracted from T1-
eighted images using BrainVISA ( http://brainvisa.info ). Morpholo-
ist 2015, an image processing pipeline included in BrainVISA, was
sed to quantify sulcal parameters. Briefly, the Morphologist 2015
egmentation pipeline extracts left and right hemisphere masks, per-
orms gray and white matter classification, and computes a negative
ast of each cortical fold ( Mangin et al., 2004 ). Then, a Bayesian pat-
ern recognition approach relying on a probabilistic atlas is used to la-
el the folds using a nomenclature of 125 sulci ( Perrot et al., 2011 ).
he sulcus recognition process combines localization and shape in-
ormation. The atlas is described in detail and freely accessible here:
ttp://brainvisa.info/web/morphologist.html and can be visualized on-
ine here: http://brainvisa.info/web/webgl_demo/webgl.html . For each
ulcus, sulcal opening and depth features were computed. Sulcal open-
ng was defined as the average distance between both banks of the
ial surface. Sulcal depth was defined as the average geodesic distance
rom the convex hull of the brain to the bottom line of the sulcus
edial surface ( Mangin et al., 2010 ) . In prior investigations of sul-

al opening measures and single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) DNA
ata from the UK Biobank, twenty two main brain sulci were found
o show significant SNP-based heritability ( Le Guen et al., 2019 ). We
herefore selected those twenty-two sulci for analysis in the current
tudy ( Fig. 1 ). 18,101 participants went through the fully automatic
rainVISA pipeline without error. 1959 participants failed at one of the

mage preprocessing steps and were excluded from our sample. When
he sulcus of a participant was not properly recognized by the algo-
ithm the participant was kept in the analysis, but his or her sulcus-
elated metrics were discarded. The sulci recognition rate was com-
uted for the 18,101 images left. This metric provides a measure re-
ated to BrainVISA’s difficulty in labeling a sulcus. The mean recog-
ition rate was 94.20% ± 13.21% [23.88%, 100%] for all sulci and
9.86% ± 0.4% [98.49%, 100%] for the twenty-two sulci selected in this
tudy (See Supplementary Figure S1). We did not conduct visual qual-
ty control to ensure anatomical validity on the sulci labels provided by
rainVISA. 

.4. Genome-Wide association studies 

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) were performed on a final
ample of 18,101 participants (8547 females, 62.75 ± 7.45 years) that
assed the image processing steps and the genetic criteria filtering. The
WAS assessed association between the filtered imputed genotypes and

he sulcal opening and depth of the eleven left and eleven right selected
ulci, using PLINK 1.9 ( Purcell et al., 2007 ) with the following thresh-
lds: missing genotypes < 10%, Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium p > 10 − 6 

nd minor allele frequency > 1.0% for a total of 8376,022 autosomal
NPs tested. Sex, age and the genotyping array type were added as co-
ariates. The first 10 genetic ancestry principal components provided
y UK Biobank were also added as covariates to account for population
tratification. 

http://brainvisa.info
http://brainvisa.info/web/morphologist.html
http://brainvisa.info/web/webgl_demo/webgl.html
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Fig. 1. SNP-based heritability estimates of sulcal opening for the twenty-two sulci. FDR corrected P -value < 0.05. FCLp: posterior lateral fissure; FCMant: calloso- 
marginal anterior fissure; FCMpost: calloso-marginal posterior fissure; FIP: intraparietal sulcus; SC: central sulcus; SFinf: inferior frontal sulcus; SFsup: superior 
frontal sulcus; STiant: anterior inferior temporal sulcus; STipost: posterior inferior temporal sulcus; STs: superior temporal sulcus; SsP: sub-parietal sulcus. The sulci 
are displayed using the statistical probability anatomy map (SPAM) representation, which represents the average sulci shape and position on the reference base of 
the BrainVISA sulci extraction pipeline ( Perrot et al., 2011 ), h 2 : SNP-based heritability, R: Right. 
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.5. Partitioning heritability 

The contributions of each SNP set (defined based on evolutionary
nnotations) to the total SNP heritability of each sulcal trait were de-
ermined using partitioned heritability analyses from the previously
btained GWAS summary statistics, following methods described in
ilot et al., 2021 and implemented in the LDSC software package
 Finucane et al., 2015 ). Code used to perform analyses is available
t https://bitbucket.org/jasonlouisstein/enigmaevolma6/src/master/ .
enomic regions that underwent rapid change on the human lineage

human accelerated regions, HARs) were combined from several sources
 Capra et al., 2013 ). Other annotations obtained from previous work
ncluded BED files listing fetal brain enhancer elements not found in
acaques or mice ( Reilly et al., 2015 ), a refined list of SNPs gained

hrough introgression with Neanderthals ( Simonti et al., 2016 ), ge-
omic regions depleted of introgressed Neanderthal DNA ( Vernot et al.,
016 ), and ancient selective sweep regions identified using extended
ineage sorting ( Peyrégne et al., 2017 ). A summary of all annotations
an be found in Supplementary Table 1. Enrichment of heritability
ithin HARs, selective sweep regions, Neanderthal-introgressed SNPs,
nd Neanderthal-depleted regions was controlled for the baselineLD v2
odel from the original LDSC study ( Finucane et al., 2015 ). Heritabil-

ty enrichment in fetal brain Human Gained Enhancers (HGE) was con-
rolled for both the baseline model and a set of fetal brain active reg-
latory elements (E081) from the Epigenomics Roadmap resource. Ac-
ive regulatory elements were defined using chromHMM ( Ernst and Kel-
is, 2012 ) marks from the 15 state models including all the following
nnotations: 1_TssA, 2_TssAFlnk, and 7_Enh, 6_EnhG. Enrichment was
efined as the proportion of SNP heritability contained in that category
ivided by the proportion of SNPs in that category. The p-values for her-
tability estimates and heritability enrichments were corrected with the
enjamini Hochberg false discovery rate for 198 comparisons: 22 brain
ulci and 9 heritability analyses (i.e., total estimate and 8 genomic an-
otations). 

For significant positive enrichments of heritability, we then reported
ll SNPs that were significant for the GWAS of the sulcal trait (p-
alue < 5 × 10 − 8 ) and that overlapped with the specified genomic an-
otation. 

Genetic correlations were also calculated using LDSC regres-
ion ( Finucane et al., 2015 ) between sulcal traits with signifi-
3 
ant positive enrichment and fluid intelligence score, educational
chievement, and hand grip strength available in UK Biobank
 https://nealelab.github.io/UKBB_ldsc/index.html ). 

.6. Data availability 

We made the summary statistics file from the GWAS of the
ulcal traits available on the NHGRI-EBI Catalog ( https://www.
bi.ac.uk/gwas/home ). 

. Results 

We examined the contribution of each set of evolutionary annota-
ions to the SNP-based heritability of the sulcal opening and depth of
wenty-two brain sulci. The total SNP-based heritability of sulcal open-
ng was significant for all twenty-two brain sulci ranging from 0.08 to
.21 ( Table 1 , Fig. 1 ). 

We found a significant positive enrichment of heritability in sulcal
pening in the left (Enrichment = 16.54, FDR corrected P -value = 0.040)
nd right calloso-marginal posterior fissures (Enrichment = 22.44, FDR
orrected P -value = 0.040) and in the right central sulcus (Enrich-
ent = 19.33, FDR corrected P -value = 0.034) with Human Gained
nhancers (HGEs) active at 7 weeks postconception ( Table 1 , Fig. 2 ).
e then looked for genome-wide significant SNPs (p-value < 5 × 10 − 8 )

ssociated with these sulcal traits within this genomic annotation.
e found three SNPs associated with the sulcal opening of the right

alloso-marginal posterior fissure: rs2158694 (GRCh37 chr7:2,863,443,
 = 2.4 × 10 − 8 ), rs2107964 (GRCh37 chr7:2,863,574, p = 3.9 × 10 − 8 )
nd rs1182143 (GRCh37 chr7:2,912,928, p = 4.1 × 10 − 8 ). Following
p, we explored possible genetic overlaps between these sulcal traits
nd other cognitive and motor functions such as fluid intelligence, edu-
ation, and hand grip strength. We did not find any significant genetic
orrelations (See Supplementary Table S17-S19). 

We did not find significant positive enrichment of heritability for the
ulcal opening or depth of the twenty-two brain sulci for any other evo-
ution annotations that we tested: Human Gained Enhancers (active at
.5 and 12 weeks postconception), human accelerated regions, selective
weeps and Neanderthal introgressed or depleted regions (See Supple-
entary Tables 2 to 17). 

https://bitbucket.org/jasonlouisstein/enigmaevolma6/src/master/
https://nealelab.github.io/UKBB_ldsc/index.html
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas/home
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Table 1 

SNP-based heritability and enrichment in heritability of sulcal opening for Human Gained Enhancers - 7pcw. 

Sulcus Hemisphere 
h 2 Enrichment 

Estimate SE X 2 P-value ∗ Estimate SE P-value ∗ 

FCLp left 0.21 0.027 58.39 4.3e-12 4.38 3.05 0.65 
FCLp right 0.17 0.027 41.02 3e-08 10.04 4.32 0.31 
FCMant left 0.08 0.024 11.75 0.12 8.39 10.03 0.82 
FCMant right 0.09 0.025 12.98 0.062 2.27 8.92 1 
FCMpost left 0.15 0.025 34.85 7.1e-07 16.54 5.03 0.04 
FCMpost right 0.12 0.024 24.49 0.00015 22.44 6.87 0.04 
FIP left 0.16 0.028 32.43 2.4e-06 10.16 5.16 0.41 
FIP right 0.15 0.026 32.73 2.1e-06 8.58 5.27 0.49 
SC left 0.17 0.027 38.37 1.2e-07 17.98 5.55 0.054 
SC right 0.16 0.029 32.18 2.8e-06 19.33 5.50 0.034 
SFinf left 0.16 0.024 48.46 6.7e-10 9.14 4.22 0.4 
SFinf right 0.17 0.025 48.44 6.7e-10 11.26 4.70 0.26 
SFsup left 0.17 0.025 47.57 1.1e-09 11.72 4.09 0.12 
SFsup right 0.18 0.028 39.85 5.4e-08 12.50 4.16 0.069 
STiant left 0.10 0.024 18.55 0.0033 7.13 5.30 0.65 
STiant right 0.12 0.024 25.74 7.7e-05 16.13 9.54 0.46 
STipost left 0.13 0.023 29.74 9.8e-06 − 2.37 8.03 0.92 
STipost right 0.08 0.021 15.46 0.017 2.68 6.34 0.99 
STs left 0.09 0.025 14.24 0.032 8.40 5.10 0.47 
STs right 0.12 0.026 20.45 0.0012 11.97 5.23 0.26 
SsP left 0.16 0.026 37.23 2.1e-07 10.22 7.21 0.52 
SsP right 0.14 0.027 26.96 4.1e-05 − 0.64 5.86 0.99 

∗ p-value corrected for multiple comparisons with the Benjamini Hochberg false discovery rate. h 2 : SNP-based heritability, X 2 : Chi-squared, SE: 
Standard Error. FCLp: posterior lateral fissure; FCMant: calloso-marginal anterior fissure; FCMpost: calloso-marginal posterior fissure; FIP: intraparietal 
sulcus; SC: central sulcus; SFinf: inferior frontal sulcus; SFsup: superior frontal sulcus; STiant: anterior inferior temporal sulcus; STipost: posterior inferior 
temporal sulcus; STs: superior temporal sulcus; SsP: sub-parietal sulcus. 

Fig. 2. Enrichment of heritability of sulcal opening in the left (Enrichment = 16.54, FDR corrected P -value = 0.040) and right calloso-marginal posterior fissures 
(Enrichment = 22.44, FDR corrected P -value = 0.040) and in the right central sulcus (Enrichment = 19.33, FDR corrected P -value = 0.034) with the Human Gained 
Enhancers (HGEs) active at 7 weeks postconception. The sulci are displayed using the statistical probability anatomy map (SPAM) representation, which represents 
the average sulci shape and position on the reference base of the BrainVISA sulci extraction pipeline ( Perrot et al., 2011 ), R: Right. 
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. Discussion 

Using different genomic annotations relevant to human evolution
ver the last 30 million years, we found that genetic variation within
uman gained enhancers that are active during fetal development ex-
lained more trait heritability than expected for the left and right
alloso-marginal posterior fissures and the right central sulcus in adults.

During primate evolution, the formation of gyri and sulci via corti-
al folding has shown increases of complexity in a structured manner.
ortical folding under the influence of genetic and activity-driven pro-
esses ( Borrell, 2018 ) could result from different mechanical forces such
s axonal tension, radial expansion or differential tangential expansion
 Ronan and Fletcher, 2015 ). It has also been proposed that such me-
hanical stresses could in turn affect gene expression and cell behavior
uring brain development ( Foubet et al., 2019 ). This complex gyrifica-
4 
ion of the human brain has provided more cortical surface and more
pace for gray matter cell bodies, neuropil and glial cells ( Namba and
uttner, 2017 ), which might have contributed to cognitive changes in
odern humans related to distinct traits like creativity and language. 

From the anatomical point of view, the central sulcus is one of the
ajor sulci in the brain that has been of particular interest in the evolu-

ion in primates. Located in the middle of sensory-motor systems, it has
een related to the fine tuning of the motor system in apes and specif-
cally to the increasing motor control of the hand. Relative to the total
ortical surface, the central sulcus surface has increased along the phy-
ogenetic timeline of primates/apes, based on comparative analyses of
ld World monkeys (common ancestor ≈ 30 Mya), lesser apes ( ≈ 20–
5 Mya) and great apes ( ≈ 15–10 Mya), reaching its maximum in the
rangutan and gorilla and then decreasing in chimpanzee and human
 Hopkins et al., 2014 ). Moreover, great apes and humans show a dis-
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inct dorsal ventral pattern in the central sulcus presumably due to the
olding over the buried “pli de passage fronto parietal moyen ” (PPFM)
eferred to as the motor-hand area or hand knob ( Mangin et al., 2019 ).
n humans, the PPFM gyrus has been hypothesized to relate to adap-
ations for bipedalism and increased use of the hands for tool-use and
ther manual functions ( Hopkins et al., 2014 ). 

The calloso-marginal posterior fissure is the posterior part of the
arginal sulcus and borders the paracentral lobule on the medial surface

f the cortex where the primary sensory and motor cortices merge. This
egion has been linked to the control of the hind limbs and lower ex-
remities (i.e. leg and foot) ( Liao et al., 2016 ). It has been suggested that
natomical changes within this region could be relevant to the evolution
f locomotion in primates including different types of quadrupedalism,
eaping, brachiation and, in rare cases, bipedalism ( Dial et al., 2015 ).
or instance, such changes could be related to the transition from arbo-
eal to terrestrial quadrupedalism mostly found in Old World monkeys
uring the Oligocene period around 30 million years ago ( Napier, 1967 ).

From the genetic point of view, human gained enhancers are reg-
latory genetic elements that emerged since our last common ances-
or with Old World monkeys about 30 million years ago ( Reilly et al.,
015 ). These elements were detected by comparing regulatory ele-
ents between mice, macaques, and humans during corticogenesis.

pecifically, researchers profiled post-translational histone modifica-
ions (H3K27ac and H3K4me2) to map active promoters and enhancers
n mice, macaques and humans, and to identify increases in gene activ-
ty in human cortex from 7 to 12 weeks post conception ( Reilly et al.,
015 ). These stages have been chosen to span the period of cell prolif-
ration that generate cortical neurons when uniquely human features of
he cortex begin to emerge. Symmetrical vs asymmetrical fate decision
hoices of the progenitor cells could be triggered by the activation of reg-
latory elements such as HGEs ( Rakic, 1995 ). Indeed, HGEs are strongly
nriched in open chromatin regions of the developing ventricular zone
 Amiri et al., 2018 ; de la Torre-Ubieta et al., 2018 ). We hypothesize
hat genetic effects influencing earlier cell fate decisions could lead to
tronger impacts on adult cortical structures, consistent with the predic-
ions of the radial unit hypothesis. This could explain why we observed
 stronger enrichment at 7 weeks post conception, whereas not at 8.5 or
2 weeks. In the present study, our results suggest that common genetic
ariations in living human populations within these regulatory elements
re related to sulcal morphology. By doing so, it gives us some insight
nto possible biological functions gained during human evolution. Look-
ng at non-brain features, human gained enhancers have been associated
ith human limb development ( Cotney et al., 2013 ), and are argued

o be important for specific changes in hindlimb morphology such as
he characteristic inflexibility and shortened digits of the human foot
 Prabhakar et al., 2008 ). Given that human gained enhancers are active
n the brain and that their genetic variations are related to sulcal features
n the dorsal sensory-motor system, we may speculate that they played
 role in the evolution of locomotion in primates and contributed to
daptations to our unique form bipedalism. We identified three genome-
ide significant SNPs within the Human Gained Enhancers (HGEs) ac-

ive at 7 weeks postconception associated with the sulcal opening of
he right calloso-marginal posterior fissure (rs2158694, rs2107964 and
s1182143). They are all located within or in proximity to the G Protein
ubunit Alpha 12 (GNA12) gene. GNA12 has been implicated in various
ransmembrane signaling systems and in the migration of neurons in the
eveloping brain ( Moers et al., 2008 ). Other studies found associations
etween GNA12 genetic variations and human brain structures such as
entricular volume ( Smith et al., 2020 ; Vojinovic et al., 2018 ) and gray
atter density ( Chen et al., 2015 ). Interestingly, in this last study, the

ssociated brain regions were mainly located in medial structures of the
rain encompassing the calloso-marginal posterior fissure. 

In this study, we focused on sulcal opening and depth features to
ssess sulcal morphology instead of cortical measures such as thickness
nd surface area. Sulcal morphometry may be more related to differen-
ial neuronal proliferation ( Reillo et al., 2011 ) and to axonal fiber con-
5 
traints ( Van Essen, 1997 ). On the other hand, cortical thickness seems
ore related to cellular and laminar organization of the cortical man-

le ( Wagstyl et al., 2015 ), while surface area is driven by the number
f radial columns perpendicular to the pial surface ( Rakic, 2009 ). This
istinction may explain why our analyses of human gained enhancers
nd sulcal phenotypes highlighted different cortical regions from those
or a similar analysis focused on surface area ( Tilot et al., 2021 ), as
hese different biological mechanisms are not controlled by the same
enetic factors. One particular result is that enrichment of heritabil-
ty is only present for sulcal opening and not for sulcal depth. Sulcal
epth and opening has been associated with neurodegenerative pro-
esses ( Kochunov et al., 2005 ), while differences in sulcal length have
een associated with disrupted neurodevelopment ( Auzias et al., 2014 ).
owever, this dichotomy might be an oversimplification and sulcal met-

ics associated with brain atrophy could also be long term consequences
f early neurodevelopmental processes ( Schor and Bianchi, 2021 ). Al-
hough it is interesting to speculate on the biological processes be-
ind differences in sulcal morphology, we need to stay cautious inter-
reting sulcal metrics as they do not provide direct insight into cellu-
ar/molecular mechanisms ( Borrell, 2018 ). In a recent study of more
han 9000 subjects, sulcal opening was found to be the most heritable
nd reliable sulcal metric ( Pizzagalli et al., 2020 ), which could con-
ribute to the strong relationship between this metric and the genomic
nnotations tested in the present study. Moreover, by selecting only sig-
ificantly heritable sulci in our study, we might have missed enrich-
ents of heritability for other sulci. However, previous work has shown

hat less heritable sulci are also less reliably measured ( Pizzagalli et al.,
020 ). Therefore, our approach specifically looks for enrichment within
eliably measured sulci (See Supplementary Figure S1 and Information
ext). 

In our study, we also reported the total SNP-based heritability of sul-
al opening. These results are very similar to those reported in Le Guen
t al. (2019) and Pizzagalli et al. (2020) . This is not surprising given that
hese studies used overlapping samples of participants. For these results,
e are indeed in the framework of reproducibility and not replicability
s these studies draw from the same UK Biobank dataset. 

Our findings should be considered in light of some limitations. We
imited our study to genetic annotations over a selection of broadly de-
ned periods of primate evolutionary history. Other approaches could
e used with better temporal resolution and more comprehensive tem-
oral distribution along lineages that led to emergence of Homo sapiens
 Albers and McVean, 2020 ; Andirkó et al., 2021 ). Moreover, with our
ethodology we assessed only genetic variations that are polymorphic

n current human populations. This study design does not allow assess-
ent of effects of ancestral changes that are now fixed (non-variant) in
odern humans, although such variations are also very likely to have

ontributed to the evolution of cortical gyrification. On another matter,
e did not find brain structures implicated in higher-order cognitive
bilities such as executive functions or language. However, the absence
f positive findings here might have several alternative explanations.
irst, the proposed uniquely human form of cognition may not be due
o a singular cognitive system but to a synergy between several behav-
oral traits ( MacLean, 2016 ). This diversity of behavioral components
ould in part explain our failure to identify specific sulcal features asso-
iated with the human evolutionary annotations that we tested. Second,
he contribution of genetic processes within cortical folding is currently
ebated. Indeed, mechanical forces, such as mechanical morphogenesis,
ave been proposed to contribute to cortical folding and are thought to
lay a causal role in the development and evolution of brain organi-
ation ( Heuer and Toro, 2019 ). This convoluted path between genetic
actors and sulcal shapes could conceal part of their relationships and ex-
lain why our positive results are here limited to motor cortices. Third,
ur sample is constituted of subjects over 45 years where cerebral atro-
hy is already playing a role in sulcal morphology. The effect of aging
n sulcal metrics and particularly sulcal width could potentially reduce
ssociations with developmentally-active genetic measures. 
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Finally, we did not interpret significant negative enrichments of her-
tability for the Neanderthal introgressed SNPs (See Table S8). Indeed,
he LDSC approach that we used to estimate partitioned heritability al-
ows for enrichments with a negative sign, but these values are unex-
ected as there are no biologically plausible mechanisms by which such
irections of effect could occur. Note that these are distinct from her-
tability depletions, which according to the way we calculate enrich-
ents are indicated by estimates between 0 and 1. Observations of sig-
ificant negative estimates for enrichment could be due to the cumula-
ive effect of (1) the low SNP proportions of the evolutionary annotations
s compared to the reference panel, and (2) an overall lower frequency
f minor alleles for Neanderthal introgressed SNPs than the other ge-
omic annotations by a factor of three (See Table S1). In this case, the
ffect sizes within this annotation may not be normally distributed, pro-
ucing model instability and making enrichment values uninterpretable.
he use of enhanced Neanderthal introgression annotations, including
 higher number of variants, should overcome this issue in the future
 McArthur et al., 2021 ). 

This study on cortical gyrification expands beyond prior work show-
ng genetic variations within human gained enhancers have effects on
urface area of multiple cortical regions such as the inferior frontal
yrus, a region known for its involvement in language processing
 Tilot et al., 2021 ). In our study, we showed that genetic variations in
enomic regions that have shown different regulatory activity over the
ast 30 million years of human evolution may have also impacted on the
hape of different human sulci, albeit in different regions of the cortex.
ased on the literature, the relationship between sulci, namely the cen-
ral sulcus and calloso-marginal posterior fissure, and the human gained
nhancers may possibly relate to the evolution of locomotion in primates
nd bipedalism in humans, generating hypotheses for further investiga-
ion. Future studies may help elaborate further on the neurobiological
ubstrates of such evolution patterns. 
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